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Disaster-proof colors, prep steps everyone should do: We 
got HGTV stars to spill their secrets at our cover shoot. 

WHAT’S AN IMPORTANT PAINT TIP PEOPLE 
TYPICALLY AREN’T AWARE OF?
DREW SAYS: Flat paint is more forgiving. The glossier the 
finish, the more imperfections you’ll see after the job 
is done. So if you’re painting an old wall that has been 
patched or furniture that’s not in great shape, you’re better 
off going with a flat finish.  

THE EASIEST WAY TO CHOOSE A PAINT COLOR  
FOR A ROOM IS…
JONATHAN SAYS: Find inspiration photos in magazines—like 
this one!—of what you want your room to look like. Take 
those images to the paint store and get chips that match; 
people at the store can recommend some. Always try more 
than one sample. I usually take home three.
Property Brothers: Forever Home premieres May 29 at 9 p.m. ET. 

IS THERE A PAINTING RULE YOU’VE LEARNED  
THE HARD WAY?
TAREK SAYS: When I was new at this, I tried to skip priming  
walls before painting them to save time and money, but  
the opposite happened. I paid the price with poor coverage  
and inconsistent color that had to be redone, and labor is 
pretty expensive. For new drywall, I like using a high-quality 
paint and primer in one.

WHICH COLOR IS TOUGH TO GET WRONG?
CHRISTINA SAYS: On Flip or Flop, we try to appeal to a 
range of buyers with our design choices, so we use gray 
a lot. It’s a magical color—you can paint an entire floor of 
a house with it, but the tone will look a little different in 
every room because of the lighting. Of course, a bold teal 
front door is always fun!
Binge every episode ever of Flip or Flop in the HGTV app.

drew scott & jonathan scott 
property brothers: forever home

tarek el moussa & christina anstead  
flip or flop

these people 
know paint!

BONUS COVERS AND ABOVE: Photographs by Larsen&Talbert; set design by John Geary for celestineagency.com. Top: Styled by Charlotte Jenkins; grooming by Annalee Belle. 
Bottom: Styled by Jessie Jamz; Christina: hair & makeup by Shannon Rhodes, founder of Pink Dust Cosmetics; Tarek: hair by Juanita Lyon for celestineagency.com.
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NAME SOMETHING YOU’VE PAINTED THAT  
WAS TOTALLY UNEXPECTED.
PAGE SAYS: At one flip I was trying to sell, I painted the 
floor of the wood deck to look like there was an accent 
rug on it. My “rug” was solid blue with a thick white 
border. A buyer was either going to love it or hate it. 
Thank goodness it turned out cute!

WHAT’S THE MOST HELPFUL OR SMARTEST 
PAINTING ADVICE YOU GOT FROM ANOTHER PRO?
DERON SAYS: The most important part of any paint job 
is the prep. Clean the surface, fill any holes, sand the 
wood, cover the floors, tape off around windows and 
doors. Putting in extra effort on the front end makes 
everything go more smoothly—and look smooth too.
Catch up on Flip or Flop Nashville in the HGTV app.

WHAT’S THE BIGGEST PAINT MISTAKE  
YOU’LL NEVER, EVER MAKE AGAIN?
LEANNE SAYS: Not testing the color on part of a wall 
before painting the whole room. Luckily it was in my 
own house. I’d picked a dark blue blackish color, and 
I painted all four walls and the ceiling without putting 
a single swatch anywhere. I was just so excited to get 
going. It pretty much dried purple, so I had to start 
that job all over again.

SHARE YOUR BEST PAINT TRICK!
STEVE SAYS: My best trick is being a human ladder. I’m 
6 feet 5 inches and can reach up to probably 9 feet. 
But seriously, a sprayer is my real secret weapon—it’s 
fast, and it gives a seamless finish. You just need to 
protect everything in the room from overspray with 
plastic. If you’re not game to do that, I like an 18-inch 
roller for painting a large space quickly.
Watch Restored By the Fords in the HGTV app from anywhere.

page turner & deron jenkins  
flip or flop nashville

leanne ford & steve ford 
restored by the fords

BONUS COVERS AND ABOVE: Top: set design by Sarah Guido-Laakso at Halley Resources; styled by Tara Nichols; hair by Mia Santiago at See Management; makeup by Christina 
Reyna at raybrownpro.com. Bottom: set design by Jacob Mullikin; styled by Jennifer Hitzges at Creative Space Artists; hair by Paul Warren, makeup by Georgina, both at Judy Casey, Inc.


